Welcome
Meeting started late as it was back-to-back with an AIRA town-hall meeting. Once the meeting started, the group was asked to complete the survey for the group.

Updates
- Mary Beth Kurilo gave an update on the Meaningful Use Stage 3 Comments that AIRA is collecting from the community. This was the subject of the AIRA town-hall meeting that was held just the hour before.
- Nichole Lambrecht gave an update on the Testing Project, getting great participation and sign up from IIS, as of May 14, 38 IIS Programs/Vendors signed up. Nichole requested that group sign up for project and for anyone who has EHR example messages to send them.

Training Topic
Craig Newman was asked to give a presentation on the new way that the use of Vocabulary will be documented in the Implementation Guide.

See slides for details on training topic.

Discussion
Discussed how IIS are dealing with CVX and MVX codes. Talked about importance of checking for use of codes in new interfaces and following up with current interfaces to ensure new codes are being adopted. Talked about issues where EHR system is not prepared to update codes.

Brought up question of what IIS do with illogical data, such as VIS publication dates that are not valid or barcodes for VIS that are not recognized. No comments about how this is being done. (Probably many IIS are not yet looking at the data quality of VIS publication date quality.)

Discussed what IIS do when RXA-9 is empty but it is required because RXA-20 is CP or PA. Most IIS assume historical.

Due to lack of time other Discussion items were moved to next month.

Recruiting EHR Contacts
The group was asked a survey question of how many EHR contacts they had, most have 4 or more. The group was then asked to contact these people and invite them to this meeting.

Meeting adjourned.

Next meeting is scheduled for 6/11/2015 2pm ET.